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The Pink Pamper Announces 2022 Oncologist of the Year  
Sponsored and Presented by AnaOno 

 
Pittsburgh, PA -The Pink Pamper is thrilled to announce this year’s Oncologist of the Year award recipient, Shannon Puhalla, M.D. Dr. 

Puhalla is a medical oncologist and hematologist at UPMC Hillman Cancer Center, where she specializes in breast oncology, and clinical 

trials and novel therapeutics in breast cancer.  She is also Associate Medical Director at the NSABP Foundation, a clinical trials cooperative 

group supported by the National Cancer Institute, where she leads multi-center clinical trials in breast and colon cancer.  

The Oncologist of the Year Award recognizes the achievements of an individual who, throughout the span of their career, has made 

significant contributions that have had a transforming and lasting impact in areas of clinical oncology, patient advocacy activities, and patient 

care.  “Dr. Puhalla exemplifies the type of oncologist that we were looking for to receive this prestigious award”, said Marian Geisler, Founder 

and President of The Pink Pamper.   

 

The sponsor for this year's award is AnaOno. Everything changes when someone is faced with a body altering surgery. AnaOno understands 
that feeling good about yourself can help you heal better, both physically and emotionally, as well as why having something that perfectly fits 
your post-surgical body, even something as simple as a bra, is important to everyday life. AnaOno intentionally considers the whole person, 
not just one's chest, in their designs and offers a beautiful range of comfortable and attractive bras, loungewear, and activewear. AnaOno's 
mission is to empower those who have undergone breast surgery, often related to a cancer diagnosis, to feel beautiful and confident as they 
head out to conquer the world. 
 
AnaOno’s vision aligns perfectly with The Pink Pamper HaLo Fund’s vision. Marian Geisler states, “The HaLo Fund was established to 

provide help women who have experienced the trauma of hair loss due to chemotherapy, financial assistance towards the purchase of a 

beautiful, natural-looking wig. This is vital to these women because when a woman’s hair (her halo!) is restored, she experiences the very 

important benefits of increased self-confidence, improved health and even a more positive outlook about the future” 

 

Please join us on October 7, 2022, for The Pink Pamper Bubble Ball, which will be held at the Doubletree Hotel in Cranberry.  This year's 

gathering will be far more than your typical “ball.” Not only will this milestone event feature a charity auction, music, food, wine, and spirit 

samplings, but we will also pay tribute to Dr. Shannon Puhalla, our 2022 Oncologist of the Year Award recipient.   

  

About The Pink Pamper - The Pink Pamper is Pittsburgh’s preeminent cancer-related non-profit founded in 2008. They raise funds to improve 

the lives and well-being of women impacted by the devastating and life-altering effects of a cancer diagnosis.  From treatment to recovery, 

they supply emotional and financial support to families and friends coping with this deadly disease.   

 

About AnaOno - AnaOno bras and intimates are designed differently to meet the unique needs of those who have undergone breast surgery 
(often related to a cancer diagnosis) which are not met by traditional lingerie brands. Their collections are made for individuals with one 
breast, two breasts, no breasts, or new breasts because every body deserves to have beautiful and comfortable options. Led by founder 
Dana Donofree, who was diagnosed with breast cancer in her 20’s, AnaOno also supports programming that empowers the community to live 
their lives fully and authentically. With AnaOno, you are Never Alone. 
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